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Ku86 together with Ku70, DNA-PKcs, XRCC4 and DNA ligase
IV forms a complex involved in repairing DNA double-strand
breaks (DSB) in mammals. Yeast Ku has an essential role at the
telomere; in particular, Ku deficiency leads to telomere short-
ening, loss of telomere clustering, loss of telomeric silencing
and deregulation of the telomeric G-overhang. In mammals,
Ku proteins associate to telomeric repeats; however, the
possible role of Ku in regulating telomere length has not yet
been addressed. We have measured telomere length in
different cell types from wild-type and Ku86-deficient mice. In
contrast to yeast, Ku86 deficiency does not result in telomere
shortening or deregulation of the G-strand overhang. Interest-
ingly, Ku86–/– cells show telomeric fusions with long telomeres
(>81 kb) at the fusion point. These results indicate that
mammalian Ku86 plays a fundamental role at the telomere by
preventing telomeric fusions independently of the length of
TTAGGG repeats and the integrity of the G-strand overhang.

INTRODUCTION
Double-strand breaks (DSB) are generated by reactive by-prod-
ucts of the oxygen metabolism, exposure to ionizing radiation
and in V(D)J recombination in lymphocytes. The mammalian
DNA-PK complex is essential for both DNA DSB repair and for
V(D)J recombination. In mammals, DNA-PK is composed of a
catalytic subunit, DNA-PKcs and a regulatory factor, Ku, which
is a heterodimer of two proteins, Ku70 and Ku86. In yeast there
is no DNA-PKcs subunit. Yeast Ku heterodimer binds with high
affinity to DNA ends (Smith and Jackson, 1999). Mutant yeast
Ku86 results in defective DSB repair (Boulton and Jackson,

1996). Similarly, mice deficient for Ku70, Ku86 or DNA-PKcs
show defective DSB repair and V(D)J recombination, and are
hypersensitive to ionizing radiation (Blunt et al., 1996;
Nussenzweig et al., 1996; Zhu et al., 1996; Gu et al., 1997;
Ouyang et al., 1997; Gao et al., 1998), suggesting a similar role
of Ku proteins in DSB repair in mammals.

Telomeres are the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes and, in
vertebrates, consist of tandem repeats of the sequence TTAGGG
(Blackburn, 1991). TTAGGG repeats, together with telomeric
proteins, stabilize chromosome ends, preventing end-to-end
fusions (Counter et al., 1992; Blasco et al., 1997). Some telo-
meric proteins, such as TRF2 in mammals, are essential for
telomere function independently of telomere length (van
Steensel et al., 1998). Telomeric sequences are lost during in
vitro culture of primary cells and with increasing age in some
adult tissues, and impairment of telomere function by loss of
telomeric sequences have been shown to limit the proliferative
capacity of cultured cells and to affect the organismal life span
(Autexier and Greider, 1996). Interestingly, studies in yeast show
that Ku has a role at the telomere in addition to the role in non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ). In particular, yeast defective in
either Ku subunit show a 60% loss of telomeric repeats, loss of
telomere clustering, loss of telomeric silencing and deregulation
of the G-strand overhang (Boulton and Jackson, 1996, 1998;
Gravel et al., 1998; Laroche et al., 1998; Nugent et al., 1998).
Furthermore, yeast Ku moves from the telomeres to the DSB
upon induction of damage, suggesting a link between DNA
repair and the telomeres (Martin et al., 1999; Mills et al., 1999).
Mammalian Ku can also bind to telomeric sequences (Bianchi
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and de Lange, 1999; Hsu et al., 1999) and prevent end-to-end
fusions (Bailey et al., 1999).

To determine whether Ku86 deficiency has an effect on
telomere length and/or the integrity of the G-strand, we meas-
ured telomere length in wild-type and Ku86–/– cells. In contrast
to yeast, Ku86 deficiency in mammals results in neither short-
ening of telomeres nor in loss of the G-strand overhang. We
found numerous chromosomal aberrations in Ku86–/– cells,
including telomeric fusions. Q-FISH analysis of the telomeric
fusions, however, shows that they have long telomeres at the
fusion point, indicating that mammalian Ku86 prevents end-to-
end fusions independently of the length of TTAGGG repeats.

RESULTS

Ku86 protects telomeres from fusions 
independently of the length of TTAGGG repeats

Previous works showed increased chromosomal instability and
telomeric fusions in Ku86 deficient cells (Bailey et al., 1999;
Difilippantonio et al., 2000). To address the involvement of
telomeres in the chromosomal instability of Ku86–/– cells, we

performed quantitative FISH with a fluorescent PNA-telomeric
probe (Zijlmans et al., 1997) on metaphases from primary
(passage 1) wild-type and Ku86–/– mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(MEFs) derived from heterozygous crosses. Our analysis reveals
that Ku86–/– cells MEFs show a 24-fold increase in telomeric
fusions as compared with wild-type cells, a 6.25-fold increase in
broken chromatids, and a 6.6-fold increase in chromosome frag-
ments (Figure 1; Table I). All telomeric fusions contained telo-
meres at the fusion point of an average length of 81.6 ± 5.3 kb,
suggesting that these fusions did not occur due to loss of telo-
meric sequences. Indeed, a telomere length of 81 kb is
consistent with the sum of two wild-type telomeres.

Ku86 deficiency in mammals does not result 
in telomere shortening

Ku86–/– deficiency in yeast produces a dramatic telomere short-
ening (Boulton and Jackson, 1996). To examine this possibility
in mammals, littermate wild-type and Ku86–/– mice or embryos
derived from heterozygous crosses were used to quantify
telomere length. The following cell types were analysed in wild-
type and Ku86–/– mice: primary MEFs (passage 1), fresh bone

Fig. 1. Chromosome aberrations in Ku86–/– primary MEFs. Cytogenetic alterations detected in Ku86–/– metaphases from primary MEFs after hybridization with
DAPI and a fluorescent Cy-3 labelled PNA-telomeric probe. For quantifications see Table I. Blue colour corresponds to chromosome DNA stained with DAPI;
yellow and white dots correspond to TTAGGG repeats; red arrows highlight each of the different chromosomal abnormalities shown in the figure.
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marrow (BM), fresh splenocytes and premeiotic male germ cells.
To measure telomere length we used three different quantitative
techniques: (i) Q-FISH on metaphases (MEFs, BM, premeiotic
male germ cells), (ii) FLOW-FISH on BM cells and splenocytes,
and (iii) TRF on both MEFs and BM cells (see Methods). Q-FISH
was carried out in two different laboratories: Madrid and Leiden.

Q-FISH on MEFs, BM cells and premeiotic germ cells

Q-FISH analysis of six littermate pairs of wild-type and Ku86–/–

MEFs revealed that Ku86–/– cells had similar or slightly extended
telomeres compared with wild type (Table II; Figure 2A). The
average telomere length was 51.01 ± 1.2 kb and 47.34 ± 0.82 kb
for Ku86–/– and wild-type MEFs, respectively (see Madrid section
of Methods). Similarly, Q-FISH analysis of BM spreads showed

telomere lengths of 49.74 ± 0.32 kb and 58.41 ± 0.45 kb for
wild-type and Ku86–/– littermates, respectively (Table II). The
Q-FISH data on MEFs were confirmed by performing FLOW-
FISH of the same MEFs (see Madrid section of Methods) (Figure
3A), and the average telomere fluorescence expressed in arbi-
trary units was 11.56 ± 0.22 and 12.67 ± 0.13 for wild-type and
Ku86–/– BM, respectively. Histograms showing the frequency of
a given telomere fluorescence in all six wild-type and Ku86–/–

MEFs analysed in this study are presented in Figure 3B. These
histograms show that the mean telomere fluorescence is similar
in Ku86–/– to that in wild-type MEFs; furthermore, the hetero-
geneity of telomeric lengths is similar in both genotypes.

Telomeric Q-FISH analysis on BM and premeiotic male germ
cells (testes) from littermate wild-type and Ku86–/– mice was

Table I. Cytogenetic analysis of wild-type and Ku86–/– primary MEFs (passage 2) using a PNA-telomeric probe

aWild-type and Ku86–/– embryos that are named with the same letter (ie. D1 and D5) correspond to littermate embryos derived from heterozygous crosses.

Cell typea No. of 
metaphases

Telomeric fusions Chromosomes 
lacking telomeres

Chromosome fragments 
(0 or 2 telomeres)

Chromatid breaks Mini-chromosomes 
(4 telomeres)

Rings

Wt (D5) 56 0 2 6 1 0 0

Ku86–/– (D1) 65 16 8 34 36 0 7

Wt (A3) 66 1 2 4 5 0 0

Ku86–/– (A1) 57 0 1 2 4 0 0

Wt (H4) 53 0 0 2 0 0 0

Ku86–/– (H6) 56 8 4 22 4 2 2

Wt (K1) 56 0 0 4 3 1 0

Ku86–/– (K4) 56 14 3 27 10 1 8

Wt (K2) 55 1 0 0 1 0 0

Ku86–/– (K9) 55 14 0 19 8 0 7

Wt (I6) 40 1 0 5 2 0 0

Ku86–/– (I2) 40 19 0 35 13 0 4

Table II. Telomere length in wild-type and Ku86–/– cells as determined by Q-FISH 

aWild-type and Ku86–/– embryos that are named with the same letter (ie. D5 and D1) correspond to littermate embryos coming
from heterozygous parents. All cells are MEFs except for 101 and 100, which are bone marrow cultures (BM).

Genotype cell typea p-arm (kb) q-arm (kb) p+q arm (kb) Metaphase No.

WT (D5) MEF 43.48 ± 0.28 55.48 ± 0.48 49.48 ± 0.38 15

Ku86–/– (D1) MEF 46.25 ± 0.33 66.80 ± 0.054 56.52 ± 0.44 15

WT (I6) MEF 41.37 ± 0.28 54.00 ± 0.36 47.68 ± 0.32 15

Ku86–/– (I2) MEF 42.06 ± 0.29 59.95 ± 0.47 51.01 ± 0.38 15

WT (A3) MEF 42.79 ± 0.33 56.35 ± 0.46 49.57 ± 0.40 15

Ku86–/– (A1) MEF 42.93 ± 0.22 54.05 ± 0.29 48.49 ± 0.25 15

WT (H4) MEF 40.38 ± 0.34 48.30 ± 0.36 44.34 ± 0.35 15

Ku86–/– (H6) MEF 45.06 ± 0.29 57.99 ± 0.42 51.52 ± 0.36 15

WT (K1) MEF 37.41 ±.024 54.97 ± 0.44 46.19 ± 0.34 15

Ku86–/– (K4) MEF 41.49 ± 0.25 56.09 ± 0.35 48.79 ± 0.30 15

WT (K2) MEF 40.81 ± 0.27 52.75 ± 0.32 46.78 ± 0.30 15

Ku86–/– (K9) MEF 41.57 ± 0.28 57.84 ± 0.42 49.71 ± 0.35 15

WT (101) BM 43.98 ± 0.25 55.50 ± 0.38 49.74 ± 0.32 10

Ku86–/– (100) BM 48.63 ± 0.36 68.20 ± 0.54 58.41 ± 0.45 10
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carried out using a different Q-FISH protocol (see Leiden section
of Methods). Figure 3 shows telomere fluorescence in BM and
sperm cell nuclei from two wild-type and two Ku86–/– littermate
mice (8–10 weeks old). In both cell types, telomere fluorescence
in Ku86–/– nuclei was similar or higher than in the wild-type
controls, in agreement with previous results.

FLOW-FISH on primary splenocytes and BM cells

FLOW-FISH on fresh wild-type and Ku86–/– splenocytes and BM
cells derived from six litters of mice (8–12 weeks old) also indi-
cated that Ku86–/– telomeres were similar or longer than those of
wild-type littermates (Table III), in agreement with the Q- and
FLOW-FISH data on MEFs.

TRF analysis of MEF and BM cells

We also used Southern blotting to measure telomere length as a
different technique not based on FISH. Primary wild-type and
Ku86–/– MEFs and BM cells were subjected to TRF analysis as
described (see Methods). As shown in Figure 4, telomere restric-
tion fragments (TRF) were of a similar length in littermate wild-
type and Ku86–/– cells.

Together, these data indicate that Ku86–/– deficiency in
mammals does not result in telomere shortening as is the case for

yeast (Boulton and Jackson, 1996). Indeed, Ku86 deficiency in
mammals results in moderately extended telomeres. We were
not able to address the possibility of a delayed telomere length
phenotype for Ku86 deficiency in successive generations of
Ku86–/– mice due to severe infertility of the colony.

Normal telomeric G-strand overhangs in Ku86–/– cells

To study the telomeric G-strand overhangs of Ku86–/– cells, we
carried out TRF analysis with a (CCCTAA)4 probe exactly as
described previously (Hemann and Greider, 1999) using non-
denaturing pulse-field agarose gels. Detection of a signal with
the (CCCTAA)4 probe hybridized to native DNA samples indi-
cates the presence of the G-strand overhang. Figure 5 shows that
fresh BM cells from two different Ku86–/– mice showed G-strand
specific signals that were similar in size and intensity to those of
the corresponding wild-type BM cells. Treatment with mung
bean nuclease, which specifically degrades single-stranded
DNA and RNA overhangs, showed that the G-strand signal
disappeared in all genotypes upon treatment, indicating that the
probe was specifically recognizing the single-stranded telomeric
tail (Figure 5). As a control, the same gel was denatured and

Fig. 2. Telomere analysis of littermate wild-type and Ku86–/– MEFs by Q-
FISH and FLOW-FISH. (A) Telomere fluorescence of littermate wild-type
and Ku86–/– MEFs (passage 1) by Q-FISH and FLOW-FISH (Madrid section
in Methods). (B) Telomere length distribution of at least 14 000 telomeres in
six different littermate wild-type and Ku86–/– primary MEFs. The histogram
depicts similar telomeres in Ku86–/– and wild-type cells. 1 TFU corresponds
to 1 kb of TTAGGG repeats.

Fig. 3. Telomere length analysis of littermate wild-type and Ku86–/– BM and
male premeiotic germ cells by Q-FISH. Telomere fluorescence of littermate
wild-type and Ku86–/– nuclei by Q-FISH (Leiden section in Methods).
Telomere fluorescence of interphase nuclei from two wild-type and Ku86–/–

littermates is represented in arbitrary units; each point represents an individual
nucleus. Both bone marrow and diploid premeiotic male germ cell nuclei were
analysed. BM: wild-type, 28 nuclei; Ku86–/–, 35 nuclei. Testis: wild-type, 27
nuclei; Ku86–/– 39 nuclei.
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rehybridized with the (CCCTAA)4 probe, which highlighted the
telomere restriction fragments or TRF (not shown). These results
show that Ku86–/– deficiency in mammals does not result in loss
or shortening of the G-strand overhang at the telomeres, in
contrast to what has been described for yeast Ku proteins (Gravel
et al., 1998).

Ku86 deficiency does not affect telomerase activity

To investigate whether the slightly extended telomeres in Ku86–/–

cells can be attributed to a higher telomerase activity in these
cells, we quantified telomerase activity in wild-type and Ku86–/–

MEFs (passage 1). No significant difference in telomerase activity
between wild-type and Ku86–/– littermates was detected (Figure 6).
This indicates that Ku86 mutation does not affect telomerase
activity, and hence the slightly extended telomeres shown by
Ku86–/– cells are not the result of altered telomerase activity in
these cells.

DISCUSSION
Here we describe that Ku86 deficiency in mammals results in a
very high frequency of end-to-end fusions relative to other
chromosomal aberrations, indicating a function for Ku86 in
protecting telomeres from fusions that could be independent
from its role in maintaining chromosomal stability (Bailey et al.,
1999; Difilippantonio et al., 2000). Furthermore, we show that
telomeric fusions triggered by Ku86 deficiency are not mediated
by telomere loss nor by deregulation of the telomeric G-strand
overhang, in contrast to what has been described in yeast. The
impairment of telomere function in Ku86–/–-deficient cells is
different from that described for the telomerase knock-out
mouse (Blasco et al., 1997). Ku86 loss of function is more similar
to loss of function of TRF2, a telomere-binding protein that
prevents telomere end-to-end fusions in a telomere length-
independent manner (van Steensel et al., 1998). However,

Fig. 4. TRF analysis in wild-type and Ku86–/– primary MEFs and BM cells.
Three different wild-type (Wt) and Ku86–/– (KO) littermate MEFs (passage 1)
were studied, as well as fresh BM samples from two littermate wild-type (Wt)
and Ku86–/– (KO) mice. TRF signals were similar in Ku86–/– and wild-type
cells. In the case of MEF cultures: I, H and K are three different litters born
from heterozygous parents (see also Tables I and II, and Figure 2 for other
analyses of the same MEFs). In the case of BM cells, 162, 163, 164 and 165
are mice from the same litter born from heterozygous parents.

Table III. Measurement by FLOW-FISH of telomere length in splenocytes and bone marrow cells obtained from male (M) and female (F) littermate wild-type
and Ku86–/– mice

Mice Littera Genotype Spleen Bone marrow

Telomere lengthb Relative lengthc Telomere lengthb Relative lengthc

AB25 (M) 1 Ku86–/– 14.8 124

AB30 (F) Ku86–/– 16.4 138

AB26 (F) Wt 11.9 100

AB27 (F) Wt 12.2 103

AB77 (F) 2 Ku86–/– 12.8 108

AB80 (F) Wt 11.9 100

AB82 (M) 3 Ku86–/– 8.24 105 12.6 133

AB86 (F) Wt 7.86 100 9.44 100

AB87 (M) 4 Ku86–/– 13.6 130 13.0 108

AB89 (F) Wt 10.5 100 12.0 100

AB88 (M) 5 Ku86–/– 6.47 121 8.79 103

AB92 (F) Wt 5.35 100 8.56 100

AB100 (M) 6 Ku86–/– 5.10 125 10.8 131

AB101 (M) Wt 4.06 100 8.22 100
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whereas TRF2 loss of function results in shortening of the
G-strand overhang at the telomere (van Steensel et al., 1998),
Ku86 deficiency does not affect the length of this telomeric
structure. This suggests that TRF2 and Ku86 act via independent
pathways and that the telomeric fusions occurring in Ku86–/–

cells are not likely to be mediated by loss of TRF2 function. It is
likely that wild-type Ku86, in combination with other telomeric
proteins, prevents the telomere from being recognized as a DSB.
Indeed, previous work in yeast suggests that Ku proteins protect
the telomeres against recombinases (Polotnianka et al., 1998).
The telomere fusions detected in Ku86–/– may represent non-
homologous end-joining (NHEJ) events. In this regard, mutations
in DNA repair proteins do not necessarily abolish the capability
of the cells to carry out NHEJ (Li et al., 1998; DiBiase et al.,
2000).

Interestingly, lack of Ku86 results in a moderate telomere
lengthening in the absence of changes in telomerase activity
levels. This telomere elongation could be the result of a greater
accessibility of telomerase and/or homologous recombination
proteins to the telomere. Indeed, previous studies of SCID cell
lines and SCID mice (impaired for DNA-PKcs function) showed
extended telomeres in these cells (Slijepcevic et al., 1997;
Hande et al., 1999). The dramatic difference in the effects of
Ku86 deficiency in yeast and mammals could be explained, at

least in part, by the fact that yeast lacks DNA-PKcs, the partner
of Ku proteins in mammals.

Finally, it is tempting to speculate that the roles of Ku86, and
possibly of other DNA repair proteins, in aging (Vogel et al.,
1999), proliferative capacity of cells (Nussenzweig et al., 1996)
and transformation (Difilippantonio et al., 2000) could be medi-
ated by its essential function at the telomere.

METHODS
Mice and cells. The mice used in the study were described by
Zhu et al. (1996). Wild-type and Ku86–/– mice or cells were
derived from heterozygous crosses and, for all studies, littermate
wild-type and Ku86–/– mice or cells were used. The age of the
mice used for Q-FISH and FLOW-FISH studied ranged from 8 to
12 weeks. MEFs were prepared from day 13.5 embryos derived
from heterozygous crosses as described previously (Blasco et al.,
1997). First passage MEFs used in the different experiments corre-
sponded to approximately two population doublings (PDL 2).
Scoring of chromosomal abnormalities. At least 40 images of
each wild-type and Ku86–/– metaphases were scored for
telomere fusions, chromatid breaks, chromosome fragments,
rings and mini-chromosomes by superimposing the telomere
image on the DAPI chromosome image in the TFL-telo

Fig. 5. Normal G-strand overhang in Ku86–/– deficient primary cells. G-strand overhangs in fresh BM cells from two littermate wild-type and Ku86–/– mice are
visualized in native gel after hybridization with a (CCCTAA)4 probe (see METHODS). Upon treatment with two different doses of mung bean nuclease (MBN),
the G-strand specific signal decreases. (1) and (2) are two different litters. As control, the same gel was denatured and reprobed with the (CCCTAA)4 probe to
visualize telomeres.
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programme. The following criteria were applied: telomeric
fusions, chromosomes associated by their telomeres with two
telomeric signals at the point of fusion; chromatid breaks, gaps
in a chromatid whose corresponding chromosome was identi-
fied; chromosome fragments, chromosome pieces (with two
telomeres or less) whose corresponding chromosome was not
easily identified; ring chromosomes, chromosomes with two
fused chromatids without a detectable telomeric signal at fusion
point; mini-chromosomes, sub-chromosomal fragments with
four telomeres.
Telomere length analysis. Q-FISH (Madrid). First passage MEFs
and fresh BM cells were prepared for Q-FISH, and Q-FISH
hybridization was carried out as described (Herrera et al., 1999).

To correct for lamp intensity and alignment, images from fluo-
rescent beads (Molecular Probes, USA) were analysed using the
TFL-Telo program. Telomere fluorescence values were extra-
polated from the telomere fluorescence of LY-R and LY-S
lymphoma cell lines (Alexander and Mikulski, 1961) of known
lengths of 80 and 10 kb (Samper et al., unpublished results).
There was a linear correlation (r2 = 0.999) between the fluores-
cence intensity of the R and S telomeres with a slope of 38.6.
The calibration-corrected telomere fluorescence intensity
(ccTFI) was calculated as described (Herrera et al., 1999).

Images were recorded using a COHU CCD camera on a Leica
Leitz DMRB fluorescence microscope. A Philips CS 100W-2
Mercury vapor lamp was used as source. Images were captured
using Leica Q-FISH software at 400 ms integration time in a
linear acquisition mode to prevent over-saturation of fluores-
cence intensity.

TFL-Telo software (gift from Dr Lansdorp) was used to quantify
the fluorescence intensity of telomeres from at least 15

metaphases or fusions of each data point. The images from litter-
mate wild-type and Ku86–/– metaphases were captured on the
same day, in parallel, and blindly. All the images from the MEF
were captured in a 3 day period after the hybridization. 
Q-FISH (Leiden). Femurs and testes from 8- to 10-week-old mice
were obtained. Air-dried slides were prepared from femur-
flushed BM cells and from testes-isolated germ cells using
standard cytogenetic techniques. To minimize variability, cells
from both wild-type and Ku86–/– mice were dropped on the same
slide for each tissue and stored for at least one night at room
temperature in air. The staining of slides was as described by De
Pauw et al. (1998). Only diploid premeiotic stages from testis
were analysed.

The instrumentation of digital fluorescence microscopy was as
described by Lansdorp et al. (1996). Interphase analysis was
performed using the algorithm developed by De Pauw et al.
(1998).
FLOW-FISH (Madrid). Fresh BM cells, splenocytes and primary
MEFs from littermate wild-type and Ku86–/– animals were
prepared as described (Blasco et al., 1997; Herrera et al., 1999).
FLOW-FISH hybridization was performed as described (Rufer et
al., 1998). To normalize FLOW-FISH data, two mouse
leukaemia cell lines (LY-R and LY-S, described above) were used
as internal controls in each experiment. The telomere fluores-
cence of at least 10 000 cells gated at G1–G0 cell cycle stage was
measured using a Coulter flow EPICS XL cytometer with the
SYSTEM 2 software.
TRF analysis (Madrid). Passage 1 MEFs (5 × 106) (three wild-type
and three littermate Ku86–/–) and fresh BM cells (from two wild-
type and two Ku86–/– littermate mice) were isolated as described

Fig. 6. Telomerase activity in wild-type and Ku86–/– MEFs. S-100 extracts were prepared from wild-type (A3 and B1) and Ku86–/– (A1 and C7) MEFs and assayed
for telomerase activity. Extracts were pretreated (+) or not (–) with RNase. The protein concentration used is indicated. The arrow indicates the internal control
(IC) for PCR efficiency.
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above and TRF analysis was performed exactly as described in
Blasco et al. (1997).
G-strand overhang assay. The G-strand assay was performed
exactly as described (Hemann and Greider, 1999) with minor
modifications. Fresh bone marrow cells (1 × 106) from two wild-
type and two Ku86–/– littermates were included in restriction
analysis grade agarose plugs following the manufacturer’s
instructions (Bio-Rad). After overnight digestion in LDS buffer
(1% LDS, 100 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0), the plugs
were digested with either 0, 40 or 100 U mung bean nuclease
(MBN) for 30 min. Then the plugs were digested with MboI over-
night and run in a pulse field gel electrophoresis as described
previously (Blasco et al., 1997). The sequential in-gel hybridiza-
tions in native and denaturing conditions to visualize G-strand
overhangs and telomeres, respectively, were carried out exactly
as described (Hemann and Greider, 1999).
Telomerase assay. S-100 extracts were prepared from wild-type
and Ku86–/– primary MEF cultures and a modified version of the
TRAP assay was used to measure telomerase activity (Blasco et
al., 1996). An internal control for PCR efficiency was included
(TRAPeze kit Oncor).
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